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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays to make more stiff, light weight automotive and aviation parts are focus of research to increase the 

fuel efficiency and strength of the body,which is made by sheet metal forming process . In deep drawing process 

various factor affect the product’s quality. In this paper various process and geometry parameters and their 

effect are considered. Good knowledge and experience is required to make product with minimum defects.  
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 INTRODUCTION 

 

Deep drawing is one of the technique of sheet metal forming process. Which is important process in metal 

forming. Application of deep drawing are like in automotive and aircraft industries,  kitchen utensils , appliance 

bodies ,beverage can etc. Required tools for deep drawing are blank, die , blank holder , punch. In deep drawing 

blank holder force , distance between die and blank , die radius , clearance between die and punch , velocity of 

punch , drawing force , friction between die and blank , blank and blank holder , punch and blank also play role 

in deep drawing. Due to lack of knowledge and experience of this process and geometry parameter defects like 

wrinkles , thinning , earing occurs. Author of paper did the number of analysis using LS-DYNA explicit code to 

see their effect on deep drawing. Defects due to this parameters will describe in detail in this paper later.  

Suggestions address by H.Zien et al. , die curvature radius should be 10 times the thickness of sheet , punch 

nose radius should be 4 times the thickness of sheet. clearance between die and punch should be more than the 

sheet thickness[1]. H.Ibrahim et al. , he did experiment by taking the different blank holder pressure from 0.4 

MPa to 15 MPa. And suggestion given by him is less than 0.65 MPa blank holder pressure may increase the 

chances of wrinkles[2]. S.M,Mahdavian et al. , suggest the effect punch geometry on deep drawing , Flat punch 

don’t change the bottom of cup. but change the wall thickness. conical profile punch produce thicker wall of 

cup[3]. As compare to constant blank holder force , variable blank holder force is capable for prevent the 

cracking, Susila candrab et al.[4].Distance  between blank and die also play important role in formation of 

wrinkles. distance should be 1 mm  , otherwise it may cause wrinkles, L.Chena[5]. Punch nose radius increase 

then length of contact also increase which height of cup and requirement of punch load is decrease[8]. 
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SIMULATION SETUP 

 

 

 

 

fig. 1 Simulation Setup 

 

LS-DYNA is very useful  in case of metal forming , have good material model which provide the nearly 

approximate results. Parts are made as per the dimension and meshing , material property , section , boundary 

condition provided and simulation done.  

 

 

 PROCESS AND GEOMETRY PARAMETERS AND THEIR EFFECT 

 

1)  BLANK HOLDER FORCE (BHF) 

BHF should not be more and less , it should be as per calculations , some minor change is tolerated. BHF affect 

the product’s quality , if BHF is less then it cause wrinkles , and if more then it cause the thinning of cup wall 

and thickening of flange. It affect the material flow.   Distance between blank and blank holder also play 

significant role in the wrinkle defect. If Distance between blank and blank holder is more than  1 mm then blank 

holder is not able to distribute their load properly over the blank , It cause the wrinkles. Author of the paper did 

the number of analysis by considering the different BHF and different BHG (Blank Holder Gap- Distance 

between blank and die). At low BHF and more BHG wrinkles are observed , which is shown in Fig.2. 
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                                                                      Fig.2 Wrinkles 

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

2)  CLEARANCE BETWEEN DIE AND PUNCH  

As per the author’s experience , clearance between  die and punch play a significant role in material flow , 

thinning of cup wall. Clearance between die and punch must be more than the sheet thickness, Author take less 

clearance between punch and die to see their effect , which shown in Fig.3. we can see thinning at the wall and 

start cracking at wall of cup and even at bottom radius of cup.  

 

                                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Thinning 

 

3) DIE RADIUS  

Die radius play significant role in material flow and prevent crack. Die radius should be as per the calculation , 

but in some case change can be tolerated. Die radius should not be sharp otherwise blank will crack as punch is 

impact on it. If die radius is proper then material is flow in smoothly into die , but if die radius is more then 

there is chance that blank holder not able to distribute their force on blank and it cause the wrinkles at wall of 

cup. 

 

4) FRICTION       

Friction is depends on the material , and their draw-ability. Friction affect the surface finish of product. If 

friction is more then it resist the material flow , so stretching occurs and it causes the thinning of the cup wall. 

Author did the analysis by taking different friction value and see their effect in deep drawing. friction between 
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punch and blank is should be 0.25 which reduce the spring-back and thinning of cup. friction between blank and 

blank holder should be between 0.125-0.2 it helps to reduce the effect of thinning and spring-back. friction 

between die and blank should be 0.16 reduce the thinning and residual stress in cup wall. 

 

5) PUNCH SPEED  

Punch should be in as per the calculation so that material flow in die smoothly. If velocity is more then it cause 

the cracking of blank at the starting of simulation . More speed cause the large amount of vibration it may lead 

you in wrong direction. speed should be increase continuously then remain steady at for some time and start 

decreasing continuously.  punch speed should be in such a way that it form the cup as per the required height of 

cup with minimum amount of time required for simulation.  

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Successful development of the deep drawn cup is depends on the process and geometry parameters. FE analysis 

is the powerful tool nowadays in deep drawing , reducing the time  and try and error efforts. FE analysis reduce 

the cost of manufacturing , and gives the results  approximately near the experimental values. 

studies shows that :  

BHF should be high and if possible the as per the calculations , which reduce the wrinkles. 

BHG should be 1 mm , which reduce the chances of wrinkles. 

Clearance between die and punch should be more than the sheet thickness. 

Die radius should be as per the calculation less radius cause the crack and more radius cause the wrinkles at wall 

of cup. 

Friction should be as per material in case of steel , friction between punch and blank 0.25, between die and 

blank 0.16 and between blank and blank holder 0.125 to  0.2. which helps to reduce the thinning , spring-back 

and residual stress at wall of cup. 

Punch speed should be smooth to reduce the vibration , and make smooth material flow and should be as per 

calculation so that cup produces as per the height required with minimum simulation time. 
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